
Title: Unveiling the Juxtaposition of Muslims Characters in Modern Literature

Description: What makes or breaks a literary character who identifies as Muslim? How have
Muslim characters evolved in different literary spaces? Does it matter when a faith-based
character is written about by an author who identifies as a person of faith; or a person
unconforming of a defined spiritual path? Readers, writers, and publishers can now navigate
through the stereotypes, tropes, and political undertones of Muslim identity issues within popular
novels as panelists highlight the juxtaposition of Muslim characters in modern literature.

Speakers

Carla Taylor is a Northern California native, who currently resides in Southern
California. Her background and years of experience working in the nonprofit sector has
presented her with opportunities to explore ways in which she could use her various
skills and passion for humanity, literature, nature, and teaching to create a positive
impact on the environment and the next generation that will inherit the earth.

Carla is a teacher and backpack leader at Art and Wilderness Institute located in
Southern California. She teaches Language Arts, History and Nature Literacy where
she uses her holistic approach to education to foster personal development and
empathy in the youth.

Carla works with Rabata, a nonprofit organization focused on creating  positive cultural
change, where she teaches in their youth program.

She is an active member of her Riverside County Library and sits on the board as Vice
President of The Friends of The Library, where she aids in decision  making and
assisting in programs for the library.

As a homeschooling mom of 3 Carla enjoys and values her ability to create engaging
and memorable learning experiences with them through outdoor activities and
literature.

Tayyaba Syed is a multiple award-winning author, journalist, keynote speaker, and
performer, and thus far, has conducted 150+ literary and faith-based presentations for
a variety of schools, communities, and organizations both online and in-person.



She has written 20+ book titles for kids including Encyclopedia Britannica and has had
bylines in numerous publications such as NPR and Chicago Parent. Her most recently
published works include a children’s book called The Blessed Bananas: a Muslim fable,
which has won 3 gold literary awards, and her newest board book Hafsa’s Kisses, a
winner of the Daybreak Book Award.

She serves on the Board of Directors for a Muslim women’s nonprofit called Rabata.
Tayyaba is part of its first graduating class to receive a teacher certification in 2020 and
is a teacher for its children’s program. For the last decade, Tayyaba has been leading a
local women’s group to bring traditional Islamic knowledge and a sense of belonging to
Muslim women just like her. In 2021, Tayyaba was elected as a member of her local
public school district’s Board of Education. She works as a curriculum writer for
Monarch Academy and lives with her husband and three children in Illinois, where she
enjoys being outdoors, exploring nature, and reading in her free time.

Afshan Malik serves as the Director of Development at Rabata. She graduated with
her Master’s degree in Nonprofit Management from the University of
Houston-Downtown and holds a Bachelor's degree in English Language and Literature
from Northeastern Illinois University. Afshan also completed the Certificate in
Fundraising Management from the Indiana University Lilly Family School of
Philanthropy. Afshan was born in Chicago, IL and raised in Atlanta, GA. She began her
Islamic studies journey in 2001 at the Georgia Islamic Institute and has taken courses
from local and international institutions. She began studying at the Ribaat Academic
Institute in 2012, under the tutelage of Dr. Tamara Gray. Afshan is the author of a young
adult novel titled Pieces, published by Daybreak Press. She is a weekend school
teacher at an Islamic Society of Greater Houston masjid and regularly helps with youth
halaqas, book clubs, and women's programs. Afshan teaches at Rabata's Dragonflies,
Rabateens and women's halaqat programs. Afshan was from the first graduating class
at the Ribaat Academic Institute. She currently resides in Houston, TX with her
husband and five children.

Questions for Afshan - what was your inspiration for writing Pieces? Why young
adults? What is different about your Muslim characters compared to other books with
Muslim characters?

Response: mental health, male protagonist, books in the young adult genre help create
social change, Muslim characters in Pieces are human without Muslim stereotypes.



Daybreak Press & Leadership & Legacy Curriculum:
● bookshop.rabata.org/collections/press
● rabata.org/daybreakpress
● rabata.org/leadership-and-legacy

Tayyaba: Own experience taking a World Religions class and the Not Without My
Daughter movie. Shocked/taken aback by the misrepresentation - started hijab at the
end of the term after going through a personal journey of discovery / showing Muslims
who are struggling with faith. Converts/non Muslim women who marry Muslim women

Carla: speaks about authors and their own personal experiences - authentic to them
and readers should be mindful that isn't a blanket over the entire faith or Muslims

Hidden narratives within mainstream

● A Very Large Expanse of Sea by Tahera Mafi
● Beauty of your Face by Sahar Mustafah
● Breadwinner Deobrah Ellis
● Drummer Girl by Hiba Masood
● If I Should Speak by Umm Zakiyyah
● Jannah Jewels by Umm Nurah
● Love from A to Z S. K. Ali
● Pieces by Afshan Malik
● Saints & Misfits by S. K. Ali
● Sophia’s Journal by Najiyah Maxfield
● The Proudest Blue Ibtihaj Muhammad

Recalibration on Understanding Islam

There are over 1.7 billion Muslims in the world, and this population distributed across
the globe consists of varying cultures.  Muslim identity and appearance are extremely
diverse. Muslims are people of the Islamic faith and Islam is a religion not a culture,
however, depending on where a person lives, the culture and society can play a hand
in the way they practice the religion. It’s inevitable to have Muslims depicted in various
ways in literature stemming from the cultural background of the author.



Islamic values

The values in Islam consist of values that most are taught from an early age: Human
decency and following the Golden Rule. Justice, fairness, honesty, forgiveness and
kindness - just to name a few. As Muslims, it’s our faith and the core values of our faith
that guide us in the decisions that we make and drive us to believe in the good of
humanity.

When depicting Muslim characters within a story, it’s important to highlight  these core
values or ways in which they try to stay true to these values.  It’s the Islamic values of
Muslims that are shared, regardless of the cultural background.

What makes or breaks a literary character who identifies as Muslim?

There are many reasons why authors write novels. For some it’s to provide a source of
entertainment or to persuade the reader and for others it can be to create an impact-
change or to inform readers about a topic that affected them in some way.
So, when creating a literary character that identifies as Muslim, it’s crucial that they are
represented in an authentic way.  As previously mentioned, the perspectives and
experiences that are being portrayed will affect how a character is represented in a
story.

Representing Muslims who actually enjoy and are proud of their  Muslim faith and have
interests outside their faith identity is really what’s going to create a dynamic character.
While it’s important to showcase the strength that Muslims have through the struggles
that they may face, it is equally necessary to convey that it doesn't define Muslims
because we all have such unique and diverse journeys.

Through literature we can educate and invite readers into a world that they aren’t
familiar with or provide the reader with a chance to view themselves in a way that they
can identify with.

A few books that have done a great job at constructing meaningful and believable
characters are:

● A Very Large Expanse Of Sea by Tahere Mafi
● Sofia’s Journal by Najiyah Maxfield
● Jannah Jewels Series by Umm Nura



● A Very Large Expanse of Sea is a YA novel that takes the reader on this
journey of a  love story but also a coming of age story that many can
relate to.
In this post 9/11 setting, the main character Shirin, is a Muslim teenage
girl  who  has consistently experienced judgment and discrimination
based on how she looks, but tries to drown out the noise through her love
of  breakdancing. When she starts to fall for her lab partner who’s
completely different from her, she tries to distance herself from him to
protect him from dealing with judgment and ridicule.

● What makes this  novel so interesting is the fact that there are so many
relatable elements. The feeling of being centered out, emotions of
highschool, and Self discovery to name a few.  Diving into the feelings of
what being a hijabi- wearing Muslim teenage girl was like during 2002.
The author does a wonderful job of tying all these in together and  making
the reader emotionally invested in the characters.  Yes the main character
did have to deal with Islamophobia and discrimination in the novel, but
there was so much more to the character than that.

● Sofia’s Journal is also a YA novel that is centered around  the main
character, Sophia who is a 16year old Muslim teenage girl that gets
transported back to the 1850s in Kansas. She is confronted with the
issues of discrimination, enslavement, and how to live like a pioneer from
a modern world.  A usually mindful and cautious  girl is placed in a
situation that requires bravery and decision making, in which she uses her
faith to guide the way and help her see it through.

● The solid plot and strong character development created an exciting story
while also giving the reader an authentic look at an average Muslim
American teenage girl.   The author provides insight to the reader about
the religion through various experiences that the main character goes
through.

● The Jannah Jewels series is targeted towards 7-12 year olds and  focuses
on highlighting strong and skilled Muslim girls (mini superheros) who
explore the globe trying to help others through the use of  their talents.
Through this series readers are invited to explore different parts of the
world and discover new facts about those places through the lens of
Muslim characters.

● Characters exude female positivity, bravery, and confidence.



How have Muslim characters evolved in different literary spaces?

The evolution of Muslim characters has gone from little representation, to post 9/11
where the representation went into overdrive, but in incredibly negative ways. During
this time Muslim’s were portrayed in stereotypical ways. Men were often viewed as
terrorists and portrayed as the villain and Muslim women were represented in a way
that viewed them as having NO VOICE, no education, and ultimately say in their future.
Over the past decade we have seen a  rise in Muslim YA fiction. In recent years the
literary world  has  been exposed to YA fiction where we can read about how ordinary
Muslim teenagers address shared experiences. While it’s refreshing to not have
Muslims  portrayed in such negative ways, we have been noticing stories where
Muslim characters exhibit embarrassment because of their faith, or characters who
have to make a decision between faith and interests outside of their faith-  rather than
creating characters that  happily blend the two.

Not necessarily a win
○ Tayyaba : Muslim characters are byproducts of this evolution and feel this

is still not authentic to who we are
■ traditional muslims are not blaming religion
■ A man will not come save me or solve all my problems

○ Going from villain to superhero
○ Cant expect others to show practicing, confident Muslims
○ Muslim values in a society with different value systems

Does it matter when a faith-based character is written about by an author who
identifies as a person of faith; or a person unconforming of a defined spiritual
path?

Short Answer: Yes

Find the Speakers
● Carla Taylor - Instagram: reading_tales
● Tayyaba Syed - Instagram tayyabawrites, Facebook: tayyabasyed, Twitter:

tayyabawrites, Website: tayyabasyed.com
● Afshan Malik - Instagram: afshanmalikwrites, Facebook: afshanmalikwrites,

Twitter: afshan1009, Website: afshanmalik.com


